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Police ordered to wear guns,
Bunzel appeals to Chancellor

Steve f Ischer

Daytime campus policemen will soon carry guns like evening patrolman Grant
Ledbetter.

By Jim Barrett
Chancellor Glenn Dumke has ordered
all on-duty state university campus
police to wear firearms full time effective October 1, despite an appeal by
SJSU President Bunzel to exempt this
campus from the order.
Two years ago, Bunzel ordered
campus police to wear firearms only
during the weeknight hours.
Efforts will be made to persuade the
chancellor to rescind the order or, if
that fails, have the board of trustees
rescind it, A.S. President John Rico
said Monday.
Rising crime on campus and a
"responsibility to provide officers with
necessary equipment for performance
of legal obligations" were given as
reasons for the requirement in the
chancellor’s June 20 memorandum
setting the new policy.
Bunzel’s appeal cited absence of any
hard evidence showing the need to arm
campus police at SJSU during the day.
Chief favors arms
There have been no incidents on
campus when an officer bearing a
firearm could have saved a life or
prevented serious injury to an innocent
party, according to Chief of Campus
Police Earnest G. Quinton.
He added that the possibility always
exists for the need of a firearm and
added, "I have always been in favor of
police officers carrying weapons."
According to Larry K. James,
campus police administrative officer, a
firearm has never been discharged on
this campus.
A murder at San Diego State

Last fall Asian American Studies was
funded for 1.9 faculty positions. That
was reduced to 1.5 but Dean James
Sawrey of the School of Social Science
affirmed that because of Mark’s pleas,
the .4 positions were reinstated.
Mark said Asian American Studies is
growing stronger with the major
demand met and minor demands still to
be discussed.
Mark added enrollment is up about 40
students, which he said is due to the
strong courses offered this semester.
He anticipates more growth as students
find that some program courses now
meet general education requirements.
Mexican American Graduate Studies
MAGS) was cut from 8.2 to 7.5 faculty
positions.
Hector Cordova, former director of
MACS, was present during negotiations
and said he took a supportive role of
demands made by the Asian American
Studies program.
Cordova expressed concern over the
dismissal of temporary or part-time
faculty members, saying those
positions were most vulnerable at the
time and he would like to see them
returned as soon as possible.
Sawrey confirmed enrollment figures
show improvement this fall, but he
added it is still too early in the semester

Gregory Mark
to give any definite figures or to predict
any position returns.
.
Dr. Felix Garcia Jr., who replaced
Cordova as director of MAGS July 30,
said the cutbacks have created
problems but refused to comment
further until the semester progresses.
Afro American Studies was reduced
from 9.5 to 7.5 faculty positions, leading
to the student protests last May.
Dr. Carlene Young, director of Afro
American Studies, said the same
student-teacher ratio used in all
departments to determine enrollment
data should not be used for the smaller
ethnic studies departments.
Young said this is unfair because
there are fewer students in these
classes than in others.

By Steve Wright
An assembly bill that would have
increased the maximum student union
fee from its present $20 per year to $40
was vetoed Monday by Gov. Brown,
just five minutes before the bill would
have passed into law.
Taxed income
Saying students already have taxed
income and could not be expected to
pay a doubled student union fee, Gov.
Brown vetoed the Education Code
amendment just before midnight
Monday.
The governor had 12 days to either
sign or veto the legislation after it
passed through the Senate Aug. 25.
Authored by Assemblyman Richard
Hayden, R. -Cupertino, and backed by
the California State University and
Colleges
Student
Presidents
Association, Assembly Bill 2001 would
have made an increase in fees possible
for financially distressed student
unions in the university and college
systems.
SJSU student union officials also
backed the bill, saying they themselves
were planning for a $9,000 deficit in
their $600,000 budget for this academic
year.
"Student fees are 76 per cent of our
income," said Patrick Wiley, assistant
director of the student union, "and if we
some
income
generate
don’t
somewhere then we’ll have to cut back

Priest juggles circus career
degree in drama at San Francisco
State. He became a priest and began
teaching drama in Jesuit high schools
Li San Francisco and Phoenix before
hitting the road with his circus.
Circus bug
"I became disenchanted with
teaching because of all the
bureaucracy that goes with it," said
Weber. "I first saw a circus when I
was five and loved it. I never
recovered."
His long-time dream became a
reality in what started out to be a
summer adventure. In 1970, Weber
drafted two partners and went about
the task of developing contacts across
the country to book his unusual show.
Weber admitted, "It was hardest
that first year. But people dked our
act and we now have too many
requests and have to turn some
down."

needs, according to Bunzel
Rico said, "It’s not my decision to
make, but nobody down South should
tell us what to do on this campus." The
chancellors office is located in Los
Angeles.
Quinton said he believes the carrying
of guns by campus police will deter
would-be criminals.
In felonious situations, use of a
weapon is permitted only when the life
of the officer or another person is in
danger, said Quinton, and then only
when other reasonable means have
failed.
He noted that a gun is not permitted
to be drawn or fired to stop a fleeing
suspect.
Another solution
As an alternative to arming campus
police, Rico said he favors use of more
unarmed student police.
There are 12 police officers on
campus, said James, all certified by the
Police Officer Standards and Training
Commission, California Department of
Justice.
James Noah, director of university
relations, said Bunzel favors night-time
use of weapons but is against day use.
Should the chancellor’s order by
rescinded in one or two years, Bunzel
would probably make a study to
determine the necessity of campus
police carrying guns at that time,
added Noah.

A.S. officials disappointed

From pulpit to bigtop

By Keith Muraoka
Almost everyone has had dreams of
running away to become a circus
performer and Nick Weber, an ordained Catholic priest, is no exception, except that he has done
something about his dreams.
He founded and heads the Royal
I.ichtenstein Circus, a three rn..n, four
animal act billed as the "World’s
Smallest Circus."
The Royal Lichtenstein Circus put
on its show for SJSU students in the
fountain area Tuesday afternoon but
it is not what you would call your
ordinary circus.
But then, you wouldn’t call Weber
your ordinary Catholic priest. Hidden
behind his beard, Weber is the star
performer of his circus which features
comedy, juggling, pantomime, magic
and animal antics.
Weber, 35, received his master’s

where money is being collected in the
midst of a confined indoor crowd or in
any situation involving a confined
crowd and situations involving "extreme unrest, demonstrations, riots, or
the reasonable expectation" of any of
those.
Quinten said, "I reserve the right to
restrict officers from carrying weapons
into a potentially riotous situation to
break it up."
Previously the carrying of firearms
by campus police was left to the
campus presidents. Under that policy,
SJSU campus police have carried
sidearms an night duty for the past two
years.
Quinton said all of his officers will
carry .38 caliber pistols with regular
load steel jacket ammunition. Soft,
deadlier, ammunition will not be used.
He added, "All my people are trained
in the use of weapons.
-They have had FBI training, basic
law enforcement training and receive a
once-a-month training program," including monthly target practice by a
certified weapons instructor, Quinton
said.
Rico disagrees
Rico said there has been no alarming
increase in crime on campus to justify
campus police carrying guns.
Continuation of local autonomy on the
issue would permit a periodic review of
campus policy to fit SJSU’s particular

Bill to raise fees vetoed

Ethnic programs
controversy cooled
By Judy Gire
The controversy over the survival of
SJSU ethnic studies programs, which
culminated in two student marches into
Tower Hall last spring, has apparently
cooled.
While not completely satisfied, the
heads of the Asian American, Afro
American, and Mexican American
studies programs indicated that
summer meetings with administrators
resulted in a better understanding on
both sides.
In their demands to President Bunzel
in May, Asian American Studies
students demanded the return of .8
faculty positions to fund four courses,
an additional $2,000 in work-study
funds, a new office location and a
bicultural, bilingual Asian American
counselor.
Also in May, students from AfroAmerican Studies asked Bunzel for
sufficient funds for black cultural
events, more participation of blacks on
campus decision-making committees
and immediate hiring of black faculty
and staff.
Greg Mark, director of Asian
American Studies, said negotiations
between ethnic studies and administration representatives were
siiccessful.

University and the death of a campus
peace officer there of a heart attack
following a physical altercation may
have caused the chancellor’s policy
change, said Rico.
He added that it is questionable
whether firearms could have prevented
either death since the murder victim
was found three days after dying and
the peace officer’s heart attack occurred several hours after the altercation.
Firearms for safety
The chancellor noted that, legally, it
is necessary to implement a policy for
the bearing of firearms by campus
police because the chancellor’s office of
the general counsel has given the
opinion that, under an existing court
decision, firearms are considered
"safety" devices for police and it would
be difficult to demonstrate that a
firearm is not a safety device for
campus police.
Rico, however, noted the case cited
did not involve a college campus and
proposed that differing conditions
might alter the courts opinion.
In his appeal, Bunzel asked that
"unusual
circumstances"
be
recognized for SJSU allowing the
president to prevent the campus police
from carrying firearms during certain
situations.
He cited examples for non-carrying
of firearms by campus police as those

Webers two other partners change
every year. "The circus isn’t going to
be their career. They’re here for nine
months, doing the same thing every
day and learn all they could," he said.
Yearly tour
Their back-breaking schedule includes one performance daily for 32
straight weeks. It adds up to 300 shows
a year, with 200 of them at high
schools or colleges.
The circus travels to 37 states.
Weber explained that if you think of
the country as a rectangle, the farthest cities where they perform would
be Seattle; Syracuse, N.Y.; Sarasota,
Fla. and Los Angeles.
Their busy schedule calls for three
months off a year. Weber is stationed
at the University of Santa Clara
during these months and it is this time
when he books next season’s performances and learns new acts.

lie went on to explain that he is his
own teacher. "I started teaching
myself how to balance when I was five
in my grandmother’s back yard. Now
I try to learn one new act a year."

on services."
Wiley said the proposed deficit for the
1976-77 year might total as much as
$50,000. This is due, Wiley said, to increased costs in running the student
union.
"Salaries and wages take up 52 per
cent of our funds," Wiley reported,
"and the cost of utilities and maintenance is always going up."
AS. disapointed
A.S. representatives indicated their
disappointment that the bill did not
pass, saying that the bill would not have
meant an immediate doubling of
student body center fees.
"All the bill would allow is a raise as
needed," said Geoff Ely, A.S. executive
assistant, "and any raise would have to
do before a student vote."
John Rico, A.S. president, said that
he would ask for a reintroduction of the
bill, through the student presidents
association, at the legislature’s next
session. Rico said he doubted the veto
would be overridden.
Wiley reported the student union has
a reserve account of "around 8300,000."
However, he said that his money is
held by the Chancellor’s Office and the
reserve fund monies can only be used
for major up-keep and maintenance.
Possible expansion
There is also a possibility of expansion, Wiley said, and the cost of new
carpets for the middle floor of the

student union must come from these
funds.
There is also a chance, according to
Wiley, that the chancellor might
allocate some of the reserve funds to
make up any deficit. However, he
added, "That’s not why the reserve
fund is there. And even if we used those
funds this year, they would eventually
run dry.
"If we could just raise the maximum
student body center fee by $2 per
academic year, this would make up for
any deficit," Wiley said, "with 25,000
students on campus."
Rico stated that
legal counsel for
Office, was looking
perhaps bonds, for
unions.

Mayer Chapman,
the Chancellor’s
into other areas,
financing student

The Trustees of the California State
University and Colleges may be able to
permit a raise in fees for those schools
that already have a student union
standing. Rico said that Chapman was
looking into the legality of this.
Other sources of income for the
student union include the games area
(15 per cent) and miscellaneous rentals, services and interest income (9
per cent ). Spartan Shops pay no rent for
its space in the student union, but paid
$1.2 million toward the $5 million it took
to build and furnish the building.
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Walking on knives was his new skill
this year. Weber can also eat fire and
hopes to someday master juggling.
The circus began with no animal
acts five years ago. Today the act
includes a monkey, bear, horse and
dog.
Working animals
Animals do cause problems, ad’
nutted Weber. Most of the troubles
turn out to be the American public.
"Today it is very un-hip to cage
animals," he said. "People don’t
understand that we could love and
care for them just as much if they
work for a living."
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Administration held all the cards
in struggle for Econ Department
The Bunzel administration’s actions toward the Economics
Department during the last year, culminating in last week’s
conditional refranchisement of the department, was a lesson
in the use of power.
As participants in an academic institution, all of us should
analyze the last year’s events to see what can be learned.
The struggle for control of a situation seemed to have come
to an end only last week.
But, when the administration stripped the Economics
Department of its democratic rights one year ago that virtually settled the issue.
The condition of the conditional refranchisement is a key
one. According to last week’s decision, the personnel corn: mittee, which makes key hiring recommendations, will in’elude three professors from outside the department.
Earlier the administration had appointed Dr. Donald
Anthrop, formerly head of Environmental Studies, as acting
head of the department.
From these actions, it is clear the Economics Department
will continue to operate without rights of self-governance
hich other departments have enjoyed in relative
anonymity.
Dr. James Willis, a controversial figure as permanent
head of the department, will return in thaDposition in the
spring when his sabbatical leave is over.
Yet the Academic Senate, in a majority report, has said
that Willis should be replaced by September, 1976. There are
no indications the advice of the senate will be taken.
’1’lle administration’s plan for conditional refranchisement
:was presented to a meeting of the department last week.
’ The vote to accept the plan was 8-0, with the rest of the
voting members abstaining. Those professors who abstained
said their vote would have made no difference, as the administration’s plan would have been implemented no matter
how they voted.
Their point is well taken, as the former self-governing
powers once held by the department have been taken away
through the events of the last year.

GSA!
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Much has happened sunce Bunzel, citing "severe internal
difficulties, stripped the faculty of its powers of self governance.
Since that decision, and perhaps as a result, there have
been numerous indications of faculty dissatisfaction with the
administration.
The Academic Senate, in the same majority report, conceded Bunzel has within his legal rights in the move to
disfranchise, but said the action was ineffective in dealing
with the "serious and persisting difficulties" in the department.
A committee of the American Economics Association has
also investigated Bunzel’s actions. The results of that report
are expected soon.
Several radical economists have been "dehired," and as a
result, traditional economists have taken the majority of
positions in the department.
Unless a court decision last summer in a suit brought by
four fired professors is reversed in a new suit, the administration’s position will continue to be held as legal.
If that decision is not reversed, the question of power is
over. The administration has it.
One question remains. Why did Bunzel wait one year to
restore the department’s voting rights?
Ally administrative decision could not have been opposed
by the powerless faculty, so Bunzel could have restored the
rights at any time after he gained a majority of faculty who
By Jim Barrett
would approve his decisions.
It is commendable that Gregory A.
Only the administration can answer the question of timing. Soulds, A.S. director of student
It is hard to avoid coming away with a cynical attitude business affairs, wants to keep his
from the last year’s events in the department.
operation from going in the red.
For as we all continue with the learning process at SJSU, However, his stated purpose of
the lesson of the administration’s action would seem to go "breaking even" hardly justifies
against our storybook view of the power in a democracy.
charging students a 10 cent fee to cash
checks.
Looking at the facts, as provided by
Soulds, one soon realizes that income
from the fee will far exceed what is
needed to "break even."
Soulds estimates $5,000 will be
collected from the fee yearly.
Of that, up to an estimated $1,000 will

are

A.S. should explain check cash fee;
it does more than just cover losses
comment )
be used to make up bad check losses.
Soulds said he expects higher losses
than the current estimated $600 yearly
because of the worsening financial
situation for individual students. He
also indicated that most bad checks
remain uncollected even though his
office tries to collect on them. Soulds
estimated collection costs at about
$2,000. Therefore, according to Soulds,
about $2,000 will be left for the A.S.
general fund.
What is apparent here is that spen-

ding $2,000 to collect $1,000 is bad
business.
What is not apparent is that the check
cashing fee is a change in policy.
Instead of providing a service free to
students financed by their activities
fees, A.S. is charging a fee to augment
the general fund ( which is the activities
fees).
Whether this policy is desirable is a
question that must be decided by the
student body when Rico or his
associates run for office in the future.
However, for now, it would be well to
minimize collection costs at least to the
amount collected.
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Social Services Department.
4. A comparison survey shows that
the cheapest condoms can be obtained
at the Student Health Center. Don’t
forget your plastic service card.
5. Seven-Eleven candy bars are
outrageously expensive.
6. The most dangerous intersection
around campus is at 11th and San
Carlos streets. Great watching for bent
metal freaks.
7. Apartment buildings with a center
courtyard are usually the noisiest.
Apartments on the top floor are the

cornment
eye can see and unions that are as
public-minded as an insurance agent.
Since the Democrats have opted for
Stink City over the City of the Angels,
they must have had a very good reason
because the cost of running a convention and feeding and housing its
delegates is much cheaper in Los
Angeles than in New York.
Los Angeles’ main fault is not the
earthquake kind, but the air and noise
pollution emanating from a place called
Parker Center which is located across

,F131.McS ASIDE,WE’RE GLAD 11:1U’RE STILL HERE’

other
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quietest. Being in downstairs apartments is reminiscent of living in the
bowels of a Navy destroyer.
8. An informal poll of dormitory
residents indicates that a towel wedged
firmly underneath the door is a good
idea when you are getting the old water
pipe fired up.
9. Shrapnel from broken beer bottles
is spread liberally along campus area
sidewalks. Solution: wear sandals and
drink out of cans.
10. SJSU used to be known as the No. 2
party school in the state until the
students adopted a serious attitude
towards academics and reserved the
hours between 6 and 9 p.m. on Sundays
for study.

We may be used to Chief Davis,
but he’s too weird for the Demos
By John A. Ytreus
The Democratic National Committee
came to the conclusion recently that
while the City of Los Angeles is a nice
place to visitit’s no place to hold a
nominating convention.
The party officials chose a spot that
they believe is ideal to their safety and
sanitynamely the eroding city of New
York.
To be quite honest, the Big Apple
appears ready to rot off the tree.
For not only is Gotham noted for the
arts, the excitement, etcetera, etcetera, but it is also has a crime wave
with no end in sight, welfare lines that
extend as far as the fleeing taxpayer’s
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Some hints for hippies at SJSU
By Jeff Mapes
A free magazine is distributed on
campus every year, "San Jose in a
Nutshell." Besides serving as a useful
medium for advertising directed at
students, its stated purpose is to
acquaint new students to the college
"scene."
The magazine includes a locally
written article called "96 interesting
facts about San Jose State."
This list includes such gems as the
number to call for the correct time, and
free advertising for some of the local
eateries.
Well, this list is next to useless. So, as
a public service we decided to offer a
list of 10 facts that are not only interesting but essential for survival at
SJSU.
1. The drinking establishments that
are tile most notorious when it comes to
checking ID’s are: Around the Corner
at 10th and William streets; the justopened Spartan Pub on campus; the
Bodega in Campbell.
2. Unmarked San Jose police cars are
usually olive green two door sedans
with black sidewall tires.
3. The place to go for food stamps is
located at 516 E. Martha St., which is
the closest district office of the county

000000

the street from City Hall.
This is where the Los Angeles Police
Department hangs its holsters and
where Chief Edward Davis hangs his
critics.
Over the past few years, Angelenos
have learned to tolerate and simply
ignore Davis’ lectures concerning
women’s liberation, morality, pornography and drug use.
The policeman’s moralist believes
that wives should stay home and take
care of children, that pot smoking leads
users into heroin ( thus turning them
into zombies and liberals) and that City
Attorney Burt. Pines coddles pornographers.
Ever since the 1968 Chicago convention, the Democrats have cast wary
eyes towards pompous statements from
law agency officials in prospective
cities, and Ed Davis isn’t known for his
shyness or tact.
The Democrats were so frightened of
the police chief that they accepted the
promise of New York City’s labor
leaders that they will not strike during
the meeting this July.
In their investigation of the two cities,
the Democrats discovered that the
restaurants and hotels are cheaper and
(’leaner, the weather is more
hospitable, the crime rate is lower, the
pollution is decreasingbut the atmosphere will remain hostile as long as
Ed Davis is on the job.

ideas
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Racist attacks in Boston schools
first step in national campaign
Editor:
One year ago, when the racist
mobilizations against desegregation in
Boston first made headlines, there were
two responses to them from the media.
First, they said that the issues
( "Forced busing," "neighborhood
schools," "quality education", etc.)
were very complex.
The protesters were poor working
people who had been messed over by
this society, and their complaints
should be dealt with seriously. The
yellow school bus was the beginning
and the end of this polarization.
Secondly, we were told that this was a
problem that was preculiar to Boston
"The Irish are very emotional."
"Violence played an important role in
the development of the Irish people.").
It couldn’t happen anywhere else ( The
Pontiac. Michigan bus-burners were "a
small group of vigilantes." The
Charlestown, West Virginia book burners were "a misled bunch of

Thanks for circus
P.T. Barnum, staff
Editor:
I’d like to extend my heartiest
congratulations to P.T. Barnum and the
other members of SJSU’s staff who
helped make walk-through registration
the amazing and truly unique experience that it was.
It never ceases to amaze me how this
school can continue to come up with
such first-rate entertainment for the
nominal amount of $96 per person.
Thomas C. Lee
Senior, Journalism

Write us
Spar ten Daily encourages your
comments Best read letters are sNart 15SO
words) and to the point
Letters may be submitted et the Daily
[The
an, end Op tn
office 1/C 2041 between
morbsey through Friday Or by mail
1110 Daily reserves the rtght to edit tor
tendth, style, or libel
must
include
All letters
author’s
ns.ig,:berture
molar. address, and phone

illiterate hillbillies." )
Recent events have shown that both
of these suppositions are incorrect. The
mobilization of several thousand
racists, and their rock-and-bottle attack on blacks attempting to picnic at
South Boston’s Carson Beach on Aug. 10
The racists described the picnic as "an
invasion of our turf") shatters the
image of these "unbigoted" protesters.
The events of this past Monday,
where groups of several hundred
racists ran wild through Bunker Hill
Community College’s student union,
destroying most of the furniture and
breaking the arm of the one black
student they could find, show that the
racists do not confine themselves to the
busing issue. The frenzied mobs in
Louisville have joined their cousins
from Boston in the national spotlight.
Chapters of ROAR ("Restore Our
Alienated Rights", the racists’ Boston
umbrella group) have been established
in Charlestown, Detroit, Denver,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Brooklyn and
Queens.
There is a drive underway to wipe out
the limited gains that were won by the
civil rights movement of the 1960s.
It can be seen in the attacks on the
affirmative action hiring programs,
made in the name of strict seniority,
which have produced discriminatory
layoffs which threaten to return many
companies and trades to their lily-white
status of the 1950s. Last spring’s cutbacks at San Jose State point towards
the pattern in these cutbacks, which
have been directed at Ethnic Studies
programs and other programs and
scholarships geared toward minority
students.
An
increase
in
government
repression is a part of this drive, as can
be seen by the attempt to send Joanne
Little to death row.
The shock troops of this offensive are
to be found in ROAR, which has shown
the potential to mobilize large numbers
of people This can be seen in the
success of the white school boycotts in
Boston and Louisville.) Their focus,
and thus our focus, remains the
desgregation struggle in Boston. It
should be clear that Boston is a national

issue. If the racists are not defeated in
Boston, there will be more Bostons all
over this country. The San Jose State
community should be especially concerned, with the initial federal court
ruling on desegregation expected later
this month.
What is needed is a massive response
from blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans,
Asians, Indians and whites in solidarity
with the black communities of Boston
and Louisville.
It is only this kind of response that
will stop the government’s backsliding.
Ford and the rest of the apologists for
the racists must be placed on the
defensive. The gains of the 1960s must
be consolidated and expanded, rather
than rolled back.
Greg Hodges
Junior, History
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Dian Ward leans from the cockpit of a plane similar to the one she co-piloted in the Derby.

They’re ’Powder Puffers’

Women fly in race
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By Sydnie A. Wauson
As the first small planes
lifted into the early morning
air, two SJSU students
waited with the field of more
than 100 female pilots for
their turns to start the
Powder Puff Derby, a crosscountry air race held last
July 4-7.
Lois Letzring, 46, is a
mother of two. Prior to the
Derby, she had never flown
farther than San Diego. Now,
for
headed
was
she
Michiganalone.
Dian Ward, 29, is a senior
aeronautics major who first
began flying in Germany and
now teaches flying in San
Jose. She was co-piloting the
plane owned by her pilot.

1

Amelia Earhart Memorial
Scholarship, named after
their first president. This
year Ward applied for the
grant, and received $1000 to
help her earn her airline
transport license.
Each year’s Powder Puff
Derby brings American
chapters of the Ninety-Nines
together to organize and
administer the 2500-mile
event. This year’s race
began in Riverside, Calif.,
and went through Phoenix,
El Paso, Tulsa, and Lincoln,
Neb., to end in northern
Michigan.
Derby was goal
"I knew when I started
flying that (the Derby ) was
my goal," Letzring said.
She doesn’t plan to enter
the race again unless she
could find a sponsor to pay
her way.
"If you don’t find a
sponsor," Ward said, "then
ou scrape all your pennies
together and sweat it out!"
Ward hopes to enter next
year, because she sees the
Derby as "a learning experience." She found the
race different than a
previous cross-country trip
in a small plane.
The difference, Ward
explained, is the limiting
rules of the Derby. Entrants
may fly only in daylight,
must avoid bad weather
which would require instrument flight, and must
land at specified ports.

Childhood dream
Letzring said she had
dreamed of learning to fly
since her childhood in
Detroit, where she would
bicycle to the airport just to
watch planes.
"I always had the
courage; I never really had
the opportunity to fly,"
Letzring said. "I never
really put it in the realm of
possibility for me."
But that was before the
spring of 1970, when her
husband showed her a
brochure for an aircraft
ground school being offered
at nearby Cupertino High
School.
"I had never told my
husband or anyone that I
wanted to fly," she said, but
she entered the course.
1.etzring now holds a
private and an instrument
license, and is working on
her commercial license.
Doesn’t want money
"Maybe I can pay for my
flying," she said. "I’m not
really interested in making a
lot of money, I just want to
fly!"
Letzring had the least
flight time of any contestant
in last summer’s race, and
was one of only 20 solo pilots
in the field of 102.
She finished "in the upper
75 per cent," as she put it73rd in the race.
"My husband has never
been up in a small plane,"
she explained, laughing. -I
don’t get a chance to talk
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Lois Latzring laughs, remembering the race.
about flying."
Her plane for the Derby
was loaned by a San Jose
doctor.
"If I had the money to own
a plane, I wouldn’t want the
trouble," she said, referring
to the maintenance required.
Apart from her interest in
aviation, Letzring earned a
B.A. ill geography from
SJSU in 1970 and is now a
part-time student working on
a business administration
degree.
"It (school) gives you
something to think about"
other than housework, she
explained.
War..., the other SJSU
entrant, was an Air Force
medic in Germany when she
started her flying lessons in
the spring of 1970.
"This was something I
wanted to do since high
school," she said.
Earned 3 licenses
By June of 1972 she was
back home in North Carolina
with her commercial, instrument and flight instructor licenses.
She moved to California to
teach flying because "the
weather’s better!"
Ward taught at ReidIlillview Airport until the
end of 1974. In January of
1975 she entered SJSU, and
began teaching at San Jose
Municipal Airport.
Her aeronautics major

includes a concentration in
business. She explained that
a person with business skills
would
have
difficulty
working in aviation without a
flight background. She plans
to work in some area of
aviation administration.
Members of 19s’
Both women are members
of the Santa Clara Valley
chapter of the Ninety-Nines,
an
international
organization of female
pilots. This group sponsors
the Powder Puff Derby.
Other Ninety -Nine activities include continuing
education programs for
members and public service
projects, such as "airmarking" local airports
painting the port’s name on
runways in letters visible
from the air.
The group also offers the

Second test
guess o.k.
"Once you’ve marked an
answer, don’t change itthe
odds are you’ll lower your
score."
This is the advice most
instructors give students
taking a multiple choice
exam. The advice is wrong,
according to Richard Davis
of Eastern Virginia Medical
School.
Based on data collected
from objective examinations
given at the medical school.
Davis reports that of the
answer changes made by
incorrect-to-corstudents,
rect changes occurred about
2.8 times as often as correctto-incorrect changes.
Davis reported his findings
in a recent issue of the
Medical
of
Journal
Education

SACRAMENTO
( AP ’
Lynette "Squeaky"
Fromme, a disciple of
convited mass murderer
Charles Manson, was indicted yesterday on a federal
charge of attempting to
assassinate
President
Gerald R. Ford.
Miss Fromme, 26, became
the first person ever indicted
under a 1965 law covering
attempted assassinations of
United States presidents.
The law was enacted after
the 1963 assassination of
John F. Kennedy.
U.S. District Court Judge
Thomas J. McBride accepted the indictment in a
brief court proceeding. He
continued Miss Fronune’s
bond at $1 million.
The grand jury of 13
women and nine men
returned the indictment
after having reportedly
heard from 15 witnesses.
Miss Fromme, currently
in Sacramento County Jail,
had earlier been charged
with one federal count of
attempted
murder.
Yesterday’s
indictment
supersedes that charge.
The law under which Miss
Fromm was indicted reads
"Whoever attempts to kill or
kidnap any individual .who is
president shall be punished
by imprisonment by any
term of years or for life."
A tight security lid was
clamped on the proceedings
during the day.
The
witnesses
were
brought before the grand
jury
in
an
escorted
automobile convoy and
brought into the federal
court building under heavy
guard.
One of the witnesses said
they were ordered not to
discuss
last
Friday’s
assassination attempt while
they waited to testify.
So they talked about the
1963
assassination
of

President John E. Kennedy
instead, said Dennis Warren.
Warren, 30, a freelance
photographer who lives
across the street from Miss
Fromm’s apartment, said
he was surprised at the intense security.
He said he and other
subpoenaed witnesses were
brought together at an FBI
office about six miles awii
and taken to the federal
court building in a convoy of
three cars.
-1 would say there were
probably 100 agents around.
We were led down a maze of
corridors. There were six to
eight locked doors that we
had to go through," Warren
said.
He said witnesses were
ordered not to discuss the
case with reporters.
Warrent added that witnesses were also instructed
not to discuss the case with
each other while they waited
to testify.
"We were just kibitzing,
and someone mentioned
Dallas, and that not many of
the witnesses there are still
alive," Warren said. "I think
someone mentioned that if
Dallas was reopened, they
wouldn’t have many people
there."
It was believed the panel of
witnesses included Secrets
Larry
agent
Service
Buendorf.
Buendorf has said he
grabbed Miss Frommc about
two feet from the President
last Friday in Sacramento’s
Capitol Park and wrestled a
loaded .45-caliber automatic
from her hand.
Another witness called
before the grand jury was
Harold Eugene Boro, a 66year-old grandfather who
reportedly befriended Miss
Fromme and owned the gun
seized by Buendorf.

What A Neat
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Jokes, fun provided at SJSU by
"World’s Smallest Circus"

Photos by Eugene Dominique
A crowd gathered at noon last Tuesday to watch the performance of the "World’s Smallest Circus."

Tay-Sachs tests here
By Jim Maekowski
Persons of Jewish descent
who work or attend SJSU
may be tested to determine if
they are carriers of TaySachs disease, a recessive
genetic disorder that is fatal
to infants.
Tay-Sachs disease is an
inherited genetic defect
occurring almost entirely in
families of Ashkenazi Jewish
ancestry, who inhabited a
small area in eastern Europe
near the Russian -Polish
border.
The disease can only strike
an infant if both of its
parents are carriers, according to Dr. Richard
Ingraham,
associate
professor of biology. He said
children born to parents who
are both carriers, known as
"high-risk couples," have a
25 per cent chance of getting
the disease.
Ingraham, who teaches
human genetics, said the
disease is caused by the
absence of a vital enzyme
which leads to the accumulation of fatty deposits
in the brain.
Infants appear normal
Part of the tragedy of TaySachs, Ingraham said, is
that the infants often appear
normal at birth and show no
signs of the disease until they
are about six months old.
He said, the Tay-Sachs
infant then begins to
deteriorate mentally and
physically, begins to go blind
and deaf. He said death
usually results after about
three to five years.
During its short lifetime an
infant with Tay-Sachs must
be constantly watched since
he is highly susceptible to
attack by other diseases
pneumonia,
as
such
Ingraham said.

Special hospital care is
required in order to feed and
sustain an infant with TaySachs which can cost as
much as $40,000 per year, he
said.
There is no cure for TaySachs, but Ingraham said
physicians hope through the
testing program the annual
projected birth rate of 10 to
15 Tay-Sachs afflicted infants in the Bay Area can be
decreased.
Blood sample testing
The testing consists of a
simple blood sample which
takes approximately 15 to 20
minutes, according to Joan
Waranoff, coordinator for
the Northern California TaySachs Disease Prevention
Program.
The screening will be done
at 11 a.m., 2, 4, and 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 17 in the
S.U. Umunhum Room. The
tests will be given again the
next day at 11 a.m., 2, 3, and
6 p.m. in the same place.

notified by telephone.
"high -risk
said
He
couples" will be advised
where they may receive
counseling so they can plan
for the birth of only unaffected children.
Ingraham said a test
known as amniocentesis can
be given to female carriers
who are pregnant.
Amniocentesis detects
Tay-Sachs in an unborn fetus
as early as the 13th week of
pregnancy. This test consists
of the removal of a small
quantity of uterine fluid.
It is of little or no risk to
the embryo or mother.
Ingraham added.
Other diseases, such as
sickle cell anemia, cystic
fibrosis, and thalassemia,
which attacks persons of
Greek, African and Italian
ancestry, are inherited

6:30 am -12:00 pm M T)i
6:30 am -5:00 pm F

()k, Room for Everyone
275 E. San Fernando
%

between 6th and 7th
across from
... Moorehead Hall
Dudley

is your best bet!
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The SJSU Ski Club will
hold its first meeting today
at 7:30 p.m. in JC 141.
is
The Asian American
Studies Program will hold an
Asian Community Day
Picnic Sunday, Sept. 14, at
Kelley Park from 11-6 p.m.
There is a need for Chicano
students to work in a special
tutoring project with incoming Chicano freshmen
enrolled in MAGS 50Introduction to Higher
Education for Chicano
Students.
Tutors
will
attend
regularly scheduled classes
with students and will assist
instructors in conducting
lab-type
sessions
and
exercises aimed at improving reading, writing and
study skills of new students.
Tutors will be paid $2.75 an
hour.
For further information
call Stella Gin at the EOP
Office 1 277-2319 I.

More than 70 employers
will visit the campus this
semester to interview new
graduates in all major areas
of career employment.
Orientation sessions for
the on -campus interview
prutsram will be held today
at 12:30,2:30, and 3:30 in the
S.U. Umunhum Room.
Interviewing techniques
will be discussed and the
recruiting schedule with
materials and forms needed
to participate will be
distributed at these sessions.
For
additional
information, call Margaret
Wilkes at 277-2816.
1118111

The Student Coalition
Against Racism will hold its
first meeting today at 2:30 in
the Afro-American Studies
conference room.
O.

Industrial Tech, will hold
its first meeting Monday
from 11:30 to 12:30 in IS 217.
New members are welcome.

Workshops
aid Chicanos
Workshops begin Tuesday
for students interested in
developing a bilingual,
bicultural curriculum for
Chicano children in a new
program being sponsored by
the Student Community
Learning
Academic
Experience.
According to Tomas
Martinez, coordinator for the
Chicano Pride Program, the
purpose of the project is to
educate and inform Chicano
children about their heritage
and culture.
Pride
Chicano
The
Program seeks people interested in Mexican history,
elementary
sociology,
education, psychology, art,
counseling, Spanish and

music.
Through the program
students may earn three
units of credit by teaching
the children one to two hours
a week. In addition, student
teachers will meet weekly in
workshops
to
develop
classroom material, discuss
teaching methods and exchange
classroom
experiences.
The first workshops will
begin Tuesday, Sept. 16 and
Thursday Sept. 18 in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room from 4
to 6 p.m.
For more information
contact Tomas Martinez or
Naomi Quinonez in the
Student Activities Office, or
call 277-2189.

His face tells the story as he watches the circus.

Adult education
cutbacks resisted
LOS ANGELES ( AP)
Chancellor Louis Batmale,
head of San Francisco’s
community
colleges,
Wednesday called for a no
appeasement stand in the
face of demands that adult
education programs be cut
back.
In a speech before the
state Community Colleges’
Board of Governors, Batmale said: "Before we put
the adult education program
on the sacrificial table we
must look at other costs.
Appeasement will lead to
further erosion.. We should
not capitulate on this matter" of adult education.
The adult
education

program, which Batmale
said statewide accounts for
200,000 of the more than one
million community college
students, is under attack by
those who think many of the
courses are frills that would
dilute the junior colleges’
regular school programs if
continued.
Gov. Brown recently
summed up that argument
by asking whether such
courses as macrame should
have equal standing with the
three Rs.
A state community college
spokesman said many of the
systems’ 103 schools do offer
courses in macrame, the art
of decorative knot tying.

Dorm resident
foils theives
Two men are being sought
for beating West Hall’s
assistant head resident while
they attempted to steal a
chair from the dormitory
early Wednesday morning,
according to Larry James,
police
aduniversity
ministrative officer.
James Robert Hurley, 31,
was treated for a broken jaw
at San Jose Hospital after

stopping the men from
taking the chair out of the
dorm.
Hurley pulled the chair
away from one suspect who
was carrying it from an
elevator to West Hall’s
second floor exit.
The suspects fled after
they punched and kicked
Hurley.

Early Music Series
All performances will be held in the Student Union Ballroom at 8pm
One Season Ticket to all of these concerts for students is $6
One Season Ticket to all of these concerts for general is 59
Single student tickets are S1.50
Single general tickets are $3.00
Tickets are available at the Associated Students Business Office in the Student Union
nb,r,las Septemb, II

Amici Musicae
Seven costumed players in a concert of Medieval and Renaissance music. Shavms.
Krumhorns. Rackett. Sackbut, Psaltry, Organ, Lute. Viols, Viells, Reber.. Hurdy-gurdy.
Renaissance flutes and recorders. This is an informal concert with lots of talking
and perhaps some audience participation.
Thursday October 9. 1975

The Elizabethan Trio
Costumed with set including virginals. Poetry and prose of Shakespearean times
Voice and Virginals.
Thursday. October 23. 1975

Todd Barton
He has been the music director for the Ashland Shakespeare Festival for some years.
Todd plays many instruments including the Harpsichord and the Recorder
Thursday November 6. 19/5

Couperin Consort
The finest Baroque music in the area with Harpsichord. Flute and Viola de Gambit
Thu,sdui November 20. 1975

Joan Benson
A specialist in the Clay %chord and Fortcpiatio Her concert includes a
discussion of the instruments first used by Mozart
Thursday December It.

offering career
opportunities

The Berkeley Chamber Singers
A glorious way to end any series. Their concert will include earls music as well as
traditional and earls American Christmas songs.
Associated Students

Feminists
Now is your chance to help.
Have your own financial consultant
for your future professional careers.
Call Tonna Cutino (SJSU ’751 at 247-8100
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Beer and Wine
HAPPY HOURS
2:00-5:00 M -F
9:00-10:30 M-Th
New Hours

A Spartan Daily classified ad

Nick Weber tests sharpness before walking on knives.

11111.1.liii

FINE FOOD
MADE TO ORDER

Dr. Mitchell S. Golbus,
well known for this research
of genetic disorders, will
supervise the screening.

Those who are carriers,
Ingraham said, will also be

CALCULATORS

PEANUTS

Ingraham said no appointment is necessary for
the blood test and there is no
charge for it. He added
donations would be accepted.

Jews tested
Ingraham expects between 1,000 and 2,000 Jewish
members of the college
community will be tested. He
said those tested will be
notified of the results by mail
after four to six weeks.

genetic disorders and can
also be detected by amniocentesis, Ingraham said.
Carriers sought
that
emphasized
He
carriers of Tay-Sachs suffer
no effects of the disease and
Tay-Sachs children can only
e born to parents who are
both, carriers.
Because of the valuable
research the screening can
provide, Ingraham urged all
Jewish adults to be tested to
determine if they are
carriers.
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Refugee prefers American life

Grape buffs
cultivated in
wine class
By Terry Gilles
"The entire world is
floating in wine," says Chris
Lagiss, instructor of the
California Wine Industry, a
course being offered at SJSU
this semester.
-In 1912, Americans
consumed .33 gallons of wine
per person, in 1960 it was .40
gallons. more recently it’s
’A gallons.’
Settling back in his chair,
Lagiss looks triumphant.
"The Italians and French
drink 31 gallons-31 gallons
per person!"
His course is designed for
those students (over 21) who
feel a desire to learn more
about wine-making and the
managing of a vineyard.
Answers to questions like,
"Does wood age wine
’better’?" and "What a label
does and does not say" are
covered and a full view of the
California wine industry
given.
As Lagiss explains the
curriculum, "50 per cent of
the course is devoted to
vineyards.. .50 per cent to
wineries, marketing, the
distribution network, and so
on."

1

He claims there is an
"economic tinge" since the
wine industry is rated third
largest in the state, following
closely on the heels of
almond
and
cotton
production.
Students can "sample"
"We do taste wine...it
would be a plain, dull wine
course if they (students)

Vineyard
workers
cast votes
LIVINGSTON
( AP I
Farm workers at E&J Gallo,
the world’s largest winery,
voted yesterday between two
bitter union rivals in an
election expected to add
labor organizing prestige to
the winner.
Over 400 farm workers
lined up during the day to
vote at a shed at this San
Joaquin Valley vineyard 90
miles southeast of San
Francisco.
They voted whether they
wanted to be represented at
the bargaining table by the
Teamsters or Cesar Chef ez’
United Farm Workers WV.
Election results were expected late yesterday at the
earliest.
In another electior, the
state
prepared
late
yesterday to count ballots
cast by almost 1,500 w irkers
at the nation’s biggest lettuce farm, InterHarwst.
The
count
of
the
InterHarvest vote, held
Tuesday in the Salinas
Valley, had been delayed by
a Teamster challenge. But
the state decided yet terday
to go ahead with the tally.

OW*

Viia Raud
memorial
service set
An informal service in
memory of Wm Raud, 22year-old SJSIJ student who
drowned in July 4 accident,
will be con/meted Monday at
Williams Areet Park.
Frien( and classmates of
the civlf engineering senior
are ir.vited to the 5 p.m.
servi
R cud died on the Feather
River near Oroville when the
aIr mattress she was floating
In entered some rapids,
according to Doug MeHague,
who was backpacking with
Raud when the accident
happened. He said her body
was not recovered.
McHague said he will
conduct the service and that
it should last about 15
minutes. The park is at 16th
St. and E. Williams St.

AV

could not sample." And.
Lagiss says, the wine tasting
section of the class helps
students pinpoint the difference between Coast wines
Napa and Monterey) and
Valley wines. (For those who
are unable to take the
course: Coast wines are
more acidic, while Valley
wines have a sweet, sugary
taste. I
Lagiss has been teaching
this course at Cal State
Hayward and SJSU for
several years. For 22 years
Lagiss has managed a small
vineyard near Livermore.
Selling grapes raised on his
36 acres to the nearby Wente
winery, and making his own
wine, has given him considerable expertise in the
wine-making field.
Experienced instructor
Combined with Lagiss’
past experience as a high
school instructor and his
Master’s degree in physics
from Stanford, he comes
across as .a well-rounded
instructor.
According to Lagiss, his
class has given many
students incentive to further
explore, and even find jobs
within, the wine industry ifl)
describes his class as a "fun
course," but remarks that
one student told him "it’s
become an obsession."
Lagiss first became involved in the wine industry
when he bought his small
vineyard in 1950. He laughs
now at his ignorance. His
only previous contact with
wine-making had been his

Pay

Chris Lagiss samples his own product.
lather who made and bottled
small amounts for the
family.
In the beginning, the
Agriculture Department was
extremely reluctant to give
him a loan.
A practical view
As a result, "I learned this
business from a practical
view...I did everything
wrong in the vineyard." Now
Lagiss appears to be a small
successful vineyard owner,
and an amateur connoisseur
of wines.
Now he is imparting his
experience to SJSU students.
His course, the only one of its
type, will cover everything
from wines to starting a
small winery or vineyard.
Winery tour
Included in the course is a
complete tour of Wente Bros.
winery, from where the

Senate defeats
education veto
WASHINGTON tAY)
The
Senate
overrode
President Ford’s veto of the
$7.9 billion education appropriations bill yesterday
ermcting it into law.
’A was the second Ford
wit to be overturned this
session out of 10 which he has
lubmitted. The vote was 88
to 12, twenty-one votes more
than two-thirds necessary to
override.
The Senate vote came just
an hour after it supported
Ford’s veto of an energy
decontrol bill, the fifth time
that has happened.
Three other vetoes were
by
standing
left
congressional inaction.
The education measure
was the first fiscal 1976
appropriations bill to be
vetoed by the President.
The bill exceeded by $1.5
Ford’s
budget
billion
for
recommendation

LaSkuwit,

educational expenditures
this fiscal year. However,
of
the
money
much
authorized in the bill would
be spent in future years.
The
newly -created
congressional budget
committees estimated that
the actual spending in the
current fiscal year resulting
from the bill would be ;400
million more than the
President proposed.
They said that this increase was $500 million less
than Congress had envisaged
for education in adopting its
own fiscal 1976 budget plan
in May.
In
this
budget the
legislators proposed inFord’s
creased
above
recommendations for
education, health and other
social programs, but vowed
to make up these by cuts
mostly in military and
foreign aid spending.

grapes are delivered, to the
wine tasting rooms. Students
will sample various wines
and hear guest lecturers.
This class began yesterday
and lasts through Oct. 29.
For more information,
contact the Continuing
Education in JC 136.
But be prepared, for
Lagiss says firmly, "The
first thing I tell my students
is, ’Every single person in
this class is going to be a
different person when I get
through with him."’
Presumably,
students
become so motivated as to
try to discover more and
more about the wine industry and wine-making.
And there is one more
benefit: Lagiss will pass out
a mimeographed sheet on
how to make wine, with stepby-step directions.

By Irene Horn
Art and Pat Robinson of
339 S. 13th St., San Jose, have
opened their hearts and door
to Thanh Nguyen, a young
Vietnamese refugee recently
evacuated from her home in
Saigon.
Thanh Nguyen ( fawn Win),
20, has learned to speak a
little English during her two
month stay in California. She
has difficulty pronouncing
her th’s and p’s, but according to Mrs. Robinson,
Thanh Nguyen understands
much more than she speaks.
Art Robinson, who works
at Lockheed in Sunnyvale,
has a brother-in-law who
attends SJSU.
Pat Robinson, a junior
accountant, contacted the
Red Cross in San Jose two
weeks ago in request of
sponsoring a single girl
refugee. She was given the
toll-free number to Camp
Pendleton and was directed
by them to write a letter of
stating
her
intent,
obligations to provide food
and shelter.
The Robinsons are learning to communicate with
Thanh Nguyen through the
use of gestures and forming
pictures and ideas with their
hands.
Escapes Saigon
Thanh Nguyen, who has
three sisters and two
brothers remaining in
Saigon, was evacuated from
Saigon three hours before
the Viet Cong take-over.
She has no idea of her
family’s whereabouts or
welfare now, in spite of
repeated
attempts
to
relocate them. She fears that
her father and brothers have
been killed because of their
past affiliation with the
South Vietnamese army.
Cramped conditions
Thanh Nguyen remembers
her final day in Saigon as
echoing with bomb explosions and the cries of

A bicentennial course in
American history conducted
through the San Jose Mercury and News is being offered this fall by the SJSU
extension program.
The course is called
American Society in the
Making. It is a bicentennial
observation, independent
study course which will use
the columns of the San Jose
Mercury and News to
examine some of the principle conditions affecting the
development of American
ideas and institutions.
Focus of the course will
center on the populating of

the North American conchanging
tinent,
the
elements of the national
landscape, the emergence of
a political ideology for a free
society and the formation of
a democratic political
structure.
The two unit course costs
$24 and is open to the public.
No
formal
admission
procedure is required other
an
completing
than
form
and
enrollment
payment of fees.
Interested students should
contact Extension Services
in JC 136B for detailed information
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Bicentennial
class given

years of schooling in Vietnam and wishes to continue
her education here. She
hopes someday to come to
SJSU as a student. In order
to do so, she must find a tutor
who speaks both Vietnamese
and English to help her with
the English language.
"After we met, Thanh just
The Robinsons are willing
clung to me and said that she to pay the tutor for his or her
now had a family," said Mrs. time. Interested persons can
Robinson.
contact the Robinsons after 5
Needs tutor
p.111, at their home by calling
Thanh Nguyen has had ten 288-8266.

having two good meals
during her stay therethe
days she was served chicken
and ham for a change.
Thanh Nguyen arrived in
San Francisco International
Airport from Camp Pendleton at:) p.m. last Monday.

frantic people running to the
Vietnamese rescue ships.
her
After
throwing
belongings into a suitcase,
she joined others aboard a
ship much too small to house
its 2000 occupants. Her
suitcase was tossed overboard to make room under
such cramped conditions.
The rescue ship left Saigon
April 30 and headed north to
Singapore. They had no food
for ten days. Thirty babies
died from starvation and
their bodies were thrown
overboard into the sea. The
remainder of the refugees
were later supplied with food
in Singapore.
After docking at the
Philippines and Guam
thereafter, the rescue ship
finally reached San Diego
three months later on July
28. The refugees were
released
to
their
headquarters at Camp
Pendleton, ten miles away.
Thanh Nguyen resided at
Camp Pendleton for a
month. While an internee
there, she sold the diamond
ring her father gave 1,er be
$200 to a fellow refugee.
Thanh Nguyen’s Camp
Pendleton
experience
consisted of eating rice with
soy sauce daily. She recalls
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP-21 Scientific
$125.00.

MUSE
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific Programmable
$195.00.

The calculations you face require no less.
Today, even so-called "non -technical" courses
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a variety of technical calculationscomplicated calculations that become a whole lot easier when
you have a powerful pocket calculator.
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such
calculators around, hut ours stand apart, and
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the
world’s first scientific pocket calculator hack in
I ’172, and we’ve shown the way ever since.
The calculators you see here are our newest,
the first of our second generation. Both offer you
technology you probably won’t find in competitive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
Our I113-2 I performs all arithmetic, log and
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar
conversions and common antilog evaluations.

It’s display is fully formatted, so you can choose
between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our I IP-25 does all thatand much, much
more. It’s programmable, which means it can
solve automatically the countless repetitive
problems every science and engineering student
faces.
With an I IP-25, you enter the keystrokes
necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you lust enter the variables and
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all
means do two things: ask your instructors
about the calculations their courses require; and
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them.

Roth the 1 IP-2 I and I IP-2c are almost
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not,
call us, toll tree, at 800-5 3 8-7932 (in Calif.
800-662.9862) for the name of an Ill’ dealer
near you.
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Field hockey
coach hopeful

+Lit
fre

etDavid Yarnold

Heads up!
Junior Mike Kelly has more than his hands full practicing his dribbling as Jim Jones looks on.

By Steve Lobnivich
The women’s field hockey
team of SJSU will open its
season this year on Oct. 16 at
Berkeley and according to
coach Leta Walter, the
outlook for a successful
year
is
this
season
promosing.
"I think there will be five
strong teams this year that
we will be competing
against," she said of the
upcoming season.
"However, I feel strongly
that we have as good a
chance of winning this year
as anyone else in our
league."
This year for the first time
since field hockey has been
played in colleges around the
country, there will be a
chance for all schools participating in women’s field
hockey to compete on a
national basis.
Approximately 18 of the 25
colleges in California who
have a field hockey team will
be able to qualify for the
championships
national
which will be held at the end
of the season in Harrisonburg, Va.
Walter says, "This is our
first year in organized
competition at the national
level and needless to say we
are pretty excited about it."
The game of women’s field
hockey is played in two-35
minute halves, with running
time, which means no time
outs or substitutions.
"We work as a single

Spartans, 49ers have late meeting

Water poloists face strange season
By Dennis Wynne
There will be two interesting sidelights to this
year’s Pacific Coast Athletic
Association I PCAA) water
polo campaign because the
defending champion will not
be competing and the league
favorites do not meet during
the regular season.
CSU, Fullerton, which
captured the title in 1974,
discontinued its water polo
program due to a lack of
funds and many of its
players have transferred to
the CSU, Long Beach 49ers,
making them legitimate
contenders.
But SJSU, the other
favorite, and Long Beach do
not meet except during the
PCAA championships.
Coach Mike Monsees’
Spartans, however, do have
their hands full before the
PCAA finals at the end of
November.
SJSU will compete in two
tournaments this year. The
Nor-Cal tourney will be held
at De Anza College on Oct. 3
and 4 and the Las Vegas
Invitational on Oct. 18 and
19.
Large tourney
Monsees said there will be
34 teams competing in the

Nor-Cal
including
UC
Berkeley and UC Irvine, the
nation’s two top rated teams
both last year and this
season.
The Spartans also face
Irvine during the year at the
De Anza in Cupertino pool
and meet the Berkeley Bears
twice, once at De Anza and a
second time at the Bears’
home pool.
The Las Vegas tourney is a
new event started this year
and teams from Arizona,
Washington and Southern
California will attend.
SJSU will also face tough
competition from Stanford
University, who defeated the
Spartans, 9-3, and San
Francisco State University
who downed the Spartans 108 last year.
Returning veterans
Monsees will rely on a trio
of returning starters and six
transfers to carry the team
during the season.
Heading the list of
veterans is Glen Simpson, a
member of the first team allPCAA in 1974 and AllAmerican Candidate this
fall.
According to Monsees,
Simpson moves very well in
the water and has excellent

ball control.
Carlos Gonzales is another
veteran and his forte is
shooting up close to the goal.
However, he will leave the
team midway through the
year to play for the Puerto
Rican national team in the
Pan-American games.
Pat Ellington is the third
returning senior and is a big,
aggresive defensive player
who is also a good outside
shooter.
Stronger shooting
Monsees said he has
"more strong shooting than
ever before" on this squad
and added that this season
the Spartans will play a
different type of game
patterned after international
play.
International strategy
involves playing a tighter
defense but not sacrificing a
team’s offensive output.
"We don’t want them to be
afraid to shoot the ball," said
Monsees.
The seond year coach said
his team will also try some
different ideas in "man-up"
situations, where one team
has one more player in the
water than the other because
of a penalty.
biggest
Perhaps the
problem Monsees faces is
filling the gap left open when
All-American goalie Ed

r Spartan Daily

sports
Intramural officials sought
Intramural football officials are needed. All interested men and women
should obtain an application
in the Associated Students
Leisure Services Office
located on Seventh Street,
adjacent to the Student
Union. Applications must be
turned in by Tuesday. Sept.
16. The season begins on
Monday, Sept. 22.
Officials will be paid $2.50
per hour. Games will be
played Monday through
Thursday beginning at 3:45
p.m.
A meeting will be held on

IL_

Wednesday, Sept. 17, at 4
p.m. Methods of officiating
and playing rules will be
discussed. Attendance is
required.

For further information,
contact Kim Collins in the
Associated Students Leisure
Services Office at 277-2972
between 1-3 p.m.
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Ilford >14 Kodak
tiltpdper checci j kodak piocessing

20% off at... THE

KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, Calif.

White was graduated.
White will be Monsee’s
assistant coach this year and
tmdoubtably will have some
pointers to pass on to goalie
replacement Rick Graham.
Graham, a transfer from
Cypress Junior College in
Southern California, has
strong legs and quick hands.
He has already earned a
starting spot on this year’s
team.
Offense help
Aiding the team offensively this year will be
former De Anza College
players Al Lavayen and
Dave Kemper.

Lavayen is a good inside
shot in addition to being an
accurate passer. Kemper is
very mobile in the water and
a strong middle distance
shooter.
Other transfers include
Gary Krage, San Jose City
Keck.
Dan
College;
Fullerton Junior College:
and John Teller, University
of the Pacific.
Other possible starters
include Bob Dunker, Jeff
Heiderich and Don Usedom,
all with varsity experience
and junior varsity graduates
Jeff Deane, Vince DeFrank.
Tom Eager and Jeff Hector.

ART
SAN JOSE
WALLPAPER
PAINT E.

All
ART SUPPLIES
Discounted

squad with all of the girls
getting a chance to make the
varsity team," Walters said.

10%

"Many of the smaller girls
play field hockey because in
this sport size does not really
matter as to how well a girl
can play."

with purchase of
S10 00 or more

After opening its season in
Berkeley the SJSU field
hockey team will play five
more regular season games
to complete the season
schedule.

20%
with purchase of
S50.00 or more

A ’round robin’ tournament will be held at
Stanford
University,
November 14 and 15, for the
top four teams in the state,
where the winner will go on
to the national championship.

DISCOUNTS GOOD THROUGH
SEPT. 30 ’75

-JART

87 VALLEY FAIR CENTER
STEVENS CREEK BLVD
SAN JOSE. CALIF 96128
406 2498700
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FALL LEAGUES
NOW FORMING
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

6:30 pm
9:00 pm
6:30 pm
9:00 pm
6:30 pm

Alumni Association League
550 Scratch Classic
Wednesday Mixed Fours
Mixed Merchandise Trio
Thursday Mixed Fours

SIGNUPS AS A TEAM, OR INDIVIDUALLY, UNTIL MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 15 information at the desk

277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

Our College Plan.
$11 a month buys all the bank you need.

Bank of America’s College Plan is a complete hal ku IL;
package just for students. It’s simple. convenient.
economical and includes everything you’re likely to
need. Here’s what makes it so useful:
1. The College Plan Checking Account,
checkwTiting for just $1 a month. With
no minimum balance required. And no
service charge at all for June. July. August.
or for any month a balance of $300 or
more is maintained. You get a statement every month. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, saving you the
trouble of having to close it in June
and ref pen it in the fall.
2. Personalized Checks.
‘fours inexpensively. Scenic or
other style checks for a little more.
3. BankAmericard.
For students of sophomore
standing or higher. who qualift. the College Plan can also
include BankAmericard. It’s
good for tuition at most state
schools, check -cashing identification and all types of purchases.
Parental guarantee is not required.
And conservative credit limits help you
-1.10 building a good credit history.

es

4. Overdraft Protection.
Our Instant Cash helps you avoid bounced checks.
by covering all your checks up to the limit of youi
available RinkAmericard credit.
5. Educational Loans.
A Bank of America specialty. Complete details are
available from any of our Student Loan Offices.
6. Savings Accounts.
Lots of plans to choose from, all providing easy ways to save up for holidays
and vacations.
7. Student Representatives.
Usually students or recent graduates
themselves, our Reps are located at all
our major college offices and offer
individual help with any student
banking or financial problems.
Now that you know what’s included. why not drop by one of
our college offices, meet your
Student Rep. and get in on our
College Plan. $1 a month buys
"k
all the hank you need

Depend on us. More
California college
students do.

Ifi

BANK0F AMERICA
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Football: The 3-man defense is ready
By Tom Stienstra
Seven hundred pounds is
about the size of it for the SJS
football squad.
About the size of the
three-man
Spartans’
defensive line, that is. 718
pounds, to be exact.
Wilson Faumuina ( 6-5,
242), Fred Ford (6-4, 226)
and Kim Bokamper (6-5, 240 )
are the linemen on which the
Spartans’ defense hinges.
defensive
"They
lineman) have to do it,"
coach Darryl Rogers said.
-It will take a tremendous
effort from each of them."
Ready to go
Faumuina, Ford and
Bokamper are ready for the
task.
"We have a certain job for
everybody," said Ford, a
Junior. "If everybody does
their job, we’ll be all right."
The Spartans will employ

5
ER
0

25

A

only three down lineman, as
opposed to most squads’
four. This allows an extra
linebacker, a luxury afforded teams with three top
linemen.
"We’re strong because the
people we have coming back
are stronger," Faumuina
( pronounced FAH-men-nah
said.
Faumuina, a junior, was a
first-team All-Pacific Coast
Athletic Association (PCAA
selection last year and has
already won two varsity
letters. That’s not all.
"Top defensive lineman"
He was a pre-season AllAmerica pick in various
football publications. Rogers
refers to Faumuina as the
top defensive lineman in the
country."
"I have respect for the
man across the line,"
Faumuina said, "and I think

Most importantly, a threeman
line
will
give
linebackers Carl Ekern, Jim
Tardieu, Rick Booth and
Vance Topps easier jobs.
Rogers not worried
Rogers isn’t fretting about
the linebacking situation.
"If they (linebackers) play
the way they did in last
Saturday’s scrimmage,"
Rogers said, "there’s no
sense worrying."

Wilson Faumuina

Fred Ford

the feeling is mutual."
Bokamper and Ford are
rugged and experienced.
"I don’t want to hurt
anybody and ruin their

career,"
Bokamper,
senior) said, "but I do the
best job on them that I can."
Bokamper is the weak side
end. Faumuina the strong

NCAA budgeting attempts
fought, fumbled by schools I
Nick Nasch

1.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SR-51
4,

keys
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inear

regression

is well as functions of a

and

statistical

functions

logarithmic, trigonometric

Perbolic functions. 20 conversions

and

and 3 mernorieS

WAS 179.95

Ekern racked up 82
primary tackles and assisted
on 60 others last year - both
team highs. He was AllPCAA and All-Coast.

View from the stands

If it is true that money makes the world go.round, then the
intercollegiate sports universe will have to begin revolving
more slowly.
This academic year the tone and substance of college
sports may be set for the decade to come.
Men’s sports is having trouble balancing its budget at the
same time that women’s sports is asking for its equal share.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association )NCAA), the
governing body of men’s sports, recently passed measures to
go into effect next August that, if implemented, would save
money.
Already, NCAA member schools are squawking at the costcutting limitations on coaching staffs, scholarships, travel
squads and recruiting.
One NCAA rule limited football traveling squads to 48 and
allowed home teams to dress 60.
But last week a U.S. District Court judge in Tuscaloosa,
Ala., ruling on a suit against the NCAA said that both teams
should be able to dress 60 players, citing the NCAA’s own aim
of fair competition.
The judge said he was making the suit by the University of
Alabama a class action matter and applying it to all NCAA
schools.
The University of Missouri entered the suit as an amicus
curiefriend of the court.
Alabama hosted Missouri last Monday and lost, so maybe
the suit should have waited a week or two.
If this is the attitude that schools are going to take toward
the NCAA’s money saving measures, then these steps are
just a waste of time.
This summer final Title IX regulations of the Educational
Amendments Act of 1972 were approved by President Ford
and became law.
This law, an extension of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, bars
discrimination by educational institutions receiving federal
aid.
As far as athletics go the law requires equal opportunities
for men and women, equal expenditures in all important
areas of the intercollegiate program and awarding of
scholarships in the same ratio that men and women participate in athletics.
While parity does not have to be established right away,
schools must show progress toward it over the next three
years.
A simple solution might be to use the money saved on
men’s athletics through the NCAA-adopted moves and use
that to fund women’s athletics.
But the cost-cutting steps of the NCAA were taken in an
attempt to keep men’s athletics solvent.
Unfortunately there are no "bonus dollars" to be had and
’the Millionaire’s" pen ran dry years ago.
At the present women’s athletics cannot pay for itself.
Men’s athletics makes it on gate receipts, to some extent,
and television and radio broadcast rights revenue from
football and basketball, the "money-making" sports.

New Low Prices!

This profit froni the money -making sports has traditionally’
been used to pay for the other men’s teams.
If women’s athletics were to be considered another burden
for the money-making sports to carry, then more funds would
have to be allocated for football and basketballexactly
what the NCAA legislated against.
Schools are going to have become butchers and trim the
fat.
And, as impossible as it may sound, football and basketball, that money-making duo, are the obvious places to save.
The NCAA adopted to limit schools to 95 athletes on football
scholarships, with not more than 30 given out in one year.
Having 95 players on scholarship for a game which,
counting both the first and second-string offensive and
defensive platoons, plus a punter and placekicker, only
requires approximately 50 players is ludicrous.
Even if one allows for injuries, and players flunking out of
school or quitting for personal reasons, 65 players on football
scholarship should be more than adequate.
Thus, if a scholarship at XYZ State College were worth
$2,500, this reduction in the number of football scholarships
could save up to $75,000.
In basketball, schools will be limited to 15 players on
scholarship, quite a few for a game that only needs five at a
time.
A more reasonable number might be 12, a saving of $7,500
for XYZ State.
The reason that many schools like to be able to give so
many scholarships is that the more players a coach can
choose from the better his chances for a good team.
Isn’t that what recruiting should do?
The equalization of monies expended on football and
basketball will not hurt these games, but help them.
More competition should only lead to more exciting and
profitable games so schools won’t have to continue to play far
superior teams on the road just for the money to be made by
playing before 75,000 people.
Another solution may be to grant scholarships solely on
need.
Or professional teams could subsidize the colleges who act
as their minor leagues.
The problem is clear--there is only so much money to go
around and more people than ever want some.
Solutions are as varied as people’s fingerprints.
However, one important consideration should not be lost in
the shuffle.
College athletics is for the student-athletes and they should
get first priority, not the bottom line on an accountant’s
ledger.

Kim Bokamper
The defensive secondary
tackle and Ford the middle will be composed primarily
guard.
of letter winners Rick
Rush is the key
James, James Ferguson,
The rush is the key to a and Woody Taylor. New
strong pass defense. If the faces include Gerald Small
three-man line provides and Joe Glaspie.
ample pressure on the
quarterback, it will allow an
"The pressure mounts out
extra-man in the defensive there (defensive secondary
backfield.
and it’d a very hard job,"
Rogers said. "A mistake
It will also spearhead a there is so costly there is no
variety of defensive align- way you can make them up."
ments, ranging from a three
The defense will accept its
to eight-man rush. Rogers
hopes this will confuse initial test Saturday night at
quarterbacks calling 7:30 in Spartan Stadium
against Santa Clara.
a udibles.

SR-50A
WAS 109.95

NOW
99.95
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EASTRIDGE
(408) 2381774
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

Associated Students is sponsoring:

PABLO CRUISE
and

GLIDE
Saturday, September 13
In the Student Union Ballroom
Doors open at 7:30 Show begins at 8:30

Tickets are $1.50Students

$2.50General

Available at the A.S. Business OfficeDiscount Records
Underground Records, and all Bass outlets.

will be appearing
FREE
inl
the G
first of our
e
d
i
2
noon Ballroom Concert Series. Fri. Sept. 12th
h.

Aztecs want split

1 SPECIAL pRE_FALL SALE a

from PCAA grid

ON ALL SUEDE AND LEATHER

a

JACKETS

a

The PCAA may be down to
just five teams next football
season if San Diego State
University has its way.
The Aztecs have presented
a written withdrawal from
the gridiron program, effective next June 30, to
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association ( PCAA ) commissioner Jesse Hill.
The
withdrawal
was
brought about by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association ( NCAA ) plan to
create a "Super Conference"encompassing 75
to 80 of the top college teams
from football’s top seven
conferences plus major
independents.
The PCAA was not chosen
among the top seven and San
Diego State has taken this
action in hopes of being
chosen as an independent.
The Aztecs, however,
would like to continue play in
all other PCAA sports with

the exception of football.
San Diego would also like
to have the option of
returning to PCAA football
play should they not be
chosen when and if the Super
Conference becomes a
reality.
According to the Los
Angeles Times, San Diego
state may have also been
offered a spot in the Pacific-8
conference,
replacing
Washington State, which was
unable to maintain the
calibre of other Pac-8
schools in play and facilities
Should the Aztecs leave the
conference it will leave just
SJSU,
Fresno
State,
Fullerton State, Long Beach
State and the University of
the Pacific in the PCAA.
The Aztecs are the
defending football chant pions, going 4-0 in league
while compiling a 8-2-1 mark
overall last fall.
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’Odd’ art

scr

exhibited
on campus

Ilee Ann Hail

Barbara Strasen sets up her exhibit in Gallery I

By Jim Mackowskl
"I like to do it just about
better than anything else," is
the way Barbara Strasen
feels about her art.
Starting today five of her
paintings will go on exhibit in
the Art Building Gallery I
and be shown through Oct.
10. The gallery is open from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Strasen’s work is unusual.
The viewer will be frustrated
if he searches the walls of the
gallery hunting for her
paintings.
As much of a pain in the
back as it may sound,
Strasen’s paintings are all
created for display on the
floor.
Creates scenes
Strasen calls her paintings
"concave floor paintings::
She does not actually paint
the floor but arranges her
creations of underwater
scenes on the floor. She does
not hang her work on walls.
Each painting is like a
diorama or a realistic scene
with natural surroundings
and a painted background.

rHE

Thursday, Sept. 11th
lice Anii

Underwater floor painter Barbara Strasen
The paintings stand four to
seven feet high and some
scenes are semi-cylindrical
in shape.
Strasen also employs free
standing masonite cutouts to
give her creations a three
dimensional effect.
Strasen, currently an
assistant professor in the
Visual Arts Department at
CC San Diego, said the first
step in putting together one
of her works is conceptualizing the space she
wants to use.
Next she draws the free
standing figures, cuts them
out with a scroll saw and
then paints them.

Spartan Milk%

Enjoys painting
She said she can hardly
wait until the figures are cut
out so she can paint them.
Painting the cutout was like
eating desert after a meal,

arts

Specials on Chile
(941
is
KPFA
FM
presenting a series of
programs on Chile. Included
in the lineup is, "I Don’t Sing
for Adulation: The Music of
Victor Jara", tonight at 8:30.
The music of Chilean folk
singer Victor Jars will be
presented along with an
interview with his widow.

Porno brings caution

Hour set

for drama
open to all
Open to all students and
known to few is the Theatre
Arts Department Studio
Hour that takes place
Thursday afternoons from
3:30 to 4:20 in the Studio
Theatre, SD 103.
The year-old Studio Hour,
originally conceived as a
time for airing student
directed productions, gets
under way today with a
television program introducing the Theatre Arts
Department and tapes from
the KSFO summer broadcast of Moliere’s "Miser".
The price of admission is
free and a program is posted
each Monday in the speech
and Drama Building listing
the Studio Hour week’s
events.

a

running through 10 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 23 in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Before making their
schedule announcement,
however, approval was
sought and received from the
board, the A.S. executive
and the "higher-ups in
Tower Hall", Allayaud said.
Although the board was
not expecting any problems
or complaints, special
consideration has been given
to the film’s publicity, she
said.
Posters
and
announcements are being
limited to campus sources in
order to avoid drawing
criticism from the "outside," Allayaud said.
"I don’t think the community can compalin. ’Deep
Throat’ ran on First Street
downtown for over a year. If
anyone wanted to see it then
they could have."

Films and Discussion

Admission $t general-’
$1 students
Psychological Studies
Institute
ISO College Are.,
Palo Alto

National
the
from
Endowment for the Arts, has
had her works exhibited
throughout California, ii
New Haven, Connecticut.
and Pittsburg.
Her most recent showing
was at the 1975 Biennial it
Contemporary Art in the
Whitney Museum in Ness
York City.
Strasen said she has been
doing underwater floor
paintings exclusively since
1969. Next she wants to to
something different and will
turn her brush to painting
subterranean scenes.

Fri., Sat., Sept. 12th & 13th

CRYSTAL PISTOL
Happy Hour
4-7 p.m.
No Cover Charge
Entertainment
Tues. through Sun.
247-0552
2505 The Alameda

Can
black and blue
see eye to eye?

In addition to providing for
the student’s taste in pornography, the board is also
attempting to accommodate
his budget.
A local theater in San Jose
ran "Deep Throat" last
summer at $4. The student
rate for the on -campus
showing will be $1.50.
Allayaud added the board
has scheduled "The Devil
and Miss Jones" for
Tuesday, Nov. 18.

Renaissance and
Medieval Music
Seven costumed players
will present a concert of
medieval and rennaissance
music tonight at 8 p.m. in the
S.U. Loma Prieta room.
Music and instruments of the
period will be featured in the
informal concert, which will
include
audience
participation. Students tickets
are $1.50, general, $3.
Wooden Nickel
Tonight at the Wooden
Nickel, 2505 The Alameda in
Santa Clara, Greg Harris
and the Gypsy Shift. There is
no cover and no minimum

Cat holic

MASS
FOR ALL PEOPLE
Chapel of Reconciliation

300 s. 10th St.

Alan Watts’ Buddhism, Man
and Nature
Elmer Green’sBio-fe.db.ck
the yoga of the West
Huston Smith’s The Sufi Way
Following the films, Dr. C.
Singh Wallia will moderate a
discussion on Integrative
Humanistic Psychology.
7 to I gi.rn. every Friday

she added.
The 33-year-old artist does
not like to temper image
with reality. She trys not to
recreatr actual scenes but
prefers to use fuzzy or
blurred edges rather than
sharp lines.
Underwater scenes are a
metaphor to her, she said,
especially the exaggerated
space and the effect of
looking through water. To
her, looking at her paintings
is like looking out across a
field through heat waves.
National exhibits
Strasen, who received an
Individual
Artists
Fellowship Grant for 1975-76

GREG HARRIS
AND THE
GYPSY SHIFT

Also to be presented are
"There Never Was Torture
in My County" an interview
with Walter Heitman, the
Chilean junta’s ambassador
to the U.S., at 2 p.m. and "So
Much Blood and Fire:
Saving
Chile
from
Democracy" a documentary
on two decades of American
involvement in Chile, Sept.
11 at 7:30 p.m.

Amici Musicae perform in the S.U. Ballroom. See "Events" column

The Program Board’s fall
film schedule should be
pretty easy to swallow.
"We’re here to provide
entertainment
for
the
students. We found out they
like pornography, so we’re
giving them more," explained Suzanne Allayaud,
program board chairwoman.
In an attempt to satisfy its
goal, -Deep Throat" has
been scheduled for special
showings every two hours
beginning at noon and

letrOCttEN
MICKEL

Sunday
5:00 p.m.
ALL ARE INVITED
Sponsored by: Campus Ministries:
American Baptist
Disciples of Christ
Episcopal
Lutheran

Roman Catholic
United Church of Christ
United Methodist
United Presbyterian

In Rochester, NewYork, it’s been happening for years. pants, not observers. When they get to know the
The youth is a member of TOPs. Teens on Patrol. people they’re sworn to protect, they learn how their
A group of boys and girls from the inner city who interests can be better served.
Why does Kodak provide financial support to
work with police each summer to help keep city recTOPs? Because helping the people of Rochester
reation areas safe and orderly.
TOPs was conceived by Eastman Kodak Com- communicate with one another helps build a better
pany and Rochester Jobs, Inc. in 1967. It has brought community in which the company can operate and
about a greater understanding and mutual respect grow. In short, it’s good business. And we’re in busi
between police and young people from the surround- ness to make a profit. But it’s also good for society.
The same society our business depends on.
ing community.
If a company that makes pictures can’t help pea
TOPs don’t have the power to make arrests, but
they learn about police by working with them. Wear- ple see more clearly, who can?
ing special jackets and T-shirts, they ride in squad
cars. Walk the beat. Monitor calls at the station. Su.
pervise kids at pools and playgrounds. For which [Kodak
they’re paid a salary.
Police come into the neighborhood as partici

Kodak.
More than a business.
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All new encounters
can’t result in bliss

Space, cutbacks affect library
A lack of space and cutbacks in staff positions have
-csulted in changes in the
ampus library, according to
I kniald H. Hunt, director of
the library.
To compensate for a
reduction of six staff
positions, the library will be
-centralizing" its services
by combining space and
offerings, Hunt said.
The main card catalogue,

For example, has been
moved from the first floor to
the second floor library
central. The latest issues of
unbound periodicals,
in
previously
housed
separate reading rooms, are
now located lithe first floor.
The general information
desk, once located on the
first floor alongside the main
card catalogue, has also
been moved to the second

floor library central. It has
been combined with the
social sciences reference
division.
Although there is no longer
space for new editions, 30,000
volumes are being added
each year, said Hunt, to keep
the library up to date.
To make room, many
books are being relocated.

"Students will receive
better service as a result of
the improved utilization of
space and staff.

Next year the MacQuarrie
Hall basement will begin
placing in storage approximately 60,000 volumes
and
old
journals
of
periodicals.
"As a result, there will be
a more efficient use of the
building. There will be a
more logical arrangement in
the sequence of books," Hunt
said.

’We intend to continue
centralization by combining
more of the public services
reference departments into
one centralized reference
area," he added. "Staff
cutbacks
make
this
necessary "

Program increases skills

L’Shana Tova
We’d like to meet
you at our

English center offers aid
A new individualized
English skills center is being
offered here for students
deficient in certain college
English skills.
English Skills Program
Experimental
ESP-X
is
being offered to half of the
English IA classes since the
state board of trustees
eliminated remedial English
skills classes.
English instructors Mary
I mu Lewandowski and Larry
Tjernell started the project
on a grant from the chanfund.
They
(’ellor’s
demonstrated that
individual instruction in
composition was better
because improvement was
shown in students’ attitudes
toward writing and in the

"Hi’ Can you direct me to Dudley Moorhead Hall, room 144"
S.

’Siir
4

Driving Guides
course to push

’vtayis
Oki it

"Sure, cutie, I’ll even walk you over there myself."

offered

"etm
Photos by Dee Ann Hall

"The hell you will,"

Divorce also dealt with

Marriage class open
Marriage and divorcemost people must learn to
adjust to one or the other, or
both, sometime in their
lifetimes.
The Psychology of Marital
Adjustment and Divorce, a
course offered through the
SJSU Extension Services,
will explore the problems
found in marriage and divorce.
The course, which is open
to both members of the
community and students, is

being taught by Dr. Robert
Pellegrini, professor of
psychology.
According to Pellegrini the
course will cover a variety of
the
including:
topics,
problem of autonomy dependency in the definition
of marriage roles; enrichment and revitalization of
the marital relationship;
social adjustment to divorce
and remarriage; and the
happy marriage and what
makes it work.

The class is scheduled for
Thursdays, Sept. 4 - Dec. 18,
7-10 p.m. in DMH 235.
Pellegrini said there is still
space available in the class
even though it has already
met once.
The class is worth three
units of credit and the fee is
$90. Any student interested
in enrolling in the class may
attend the second meeting
tonight. Fees are to be paid
to the instructor.

Students who don’t have
driver’s licenses can now
receive free driving lessons
in an Industrial Studies
I )ept. program starting Sept.
29
The program is open to the
university community as
Part of the department’s
teacher preparation courses.
"About 30 persons in the
college community could use
the opportunity this program
affords," according to
Edwin H. Darland, associate
professor of industrial
studies.
The training available in
the program has a market
value of 860-100, but there is
no charge for the campus
instruction.
Persons who want to apply
may attend a meeting in IS
230 at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept. 17 or 2:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 18.
Those unable to attend
either meeting should go to
IS 111 and fill out an application prior to the second
meeting.
Applicants selected as
student drivers will be
required to get an instruction
permit prior to their first
driving lessons.
Applicants must be able to
converse fluently in English
to allow behind the wheel
instruction. Those over 25
years of age may apply but
preference will be given
applicants nearest high
school age.

Associated Students Positions
Academic Fairness Committee
-7 seats
Hears complaints and charges of violations of
student rights -general and specific issues
involving curricular matters -makes
recommendations for redress to the
Academic Vice -President.
Applications taken until Wed. Sept. 17

students’ writing skills.
The English Department
curriculum committee
reviewed the program and
decided it could contribute to
the department’s program if
redesigned as a laboratory
class for English 1A.
ESP-X classes are a
control
group.
These
students have access to
various kinds of counseling
and instruction. Individual
tutoring and self-instruction
programs in books and on
tape are offered. Small
group discussions ’and large
group lectures are also
available. Students in the
other half of English IA do
not have such necess.
Each clas will contain
four areas of unit study:

Student Union
Board of Governors -3 seats
Recommends policy regarding Union use
and programs-prepares annual budget and other
fiscal matters (such as rent, fees, and
space charges).

Meets twice a month -Tuesdays, 3-5 p.f1i

Academic Senate Policy Committees
Two Students -At -Large -serve on Standing
Policy Committees

Contact A.S. Personnel Officer, Pamela Wade
A.S. Offices 3rd level, Student Union, or call
277-3201.

The office of Relations
with Schools, a department
involved in the task of
promoting SJSU at high
schools and colleges, is
seeking "10 dedicated
volunteers" to serve as official university tour guides.
Each guide will be
responsible for conducting
six tours of the campus for
prospective students and
other groups.
This is the first tune a
formal program for tours

sentence elements, sentence
recognition,
sentence
arrangement, and punctualization
and
capitalization.
After a student has
completed one of these areas
of unit study, he may take a
test evaluated by a tutor to
measure his skill in that
area. If the student shows
enough skill, he or she may
move on to another unit of
study.
ESP-X is under the
general direction of John
Calm, professor of English.
James Jacobs, professor of
English, will be the director
of the laboratory, located in
JC 224. Daniel Buerger,
assistant
professor
of
English, will 1.: the overall

supervisor of the composition program. Rex
Burbank, professor of
English, will be the department evaluator, and Mara
Southern, Jerrol Kemp and
Ron McBeath will help with
outside evaluation.
ESP-X will be offered next
semester and will be made a
class for next year if successful.

SHABBAT
DINNER
Pot -Luck
7:30 pm

Sept. 12

Jewish Student Center
441 S. 10th
293-4188
Everyone is invited

4,. Vr -/
-.central

ecis

south
ave.
ca.mpbell calif.

needed
school

PRESENTS

METERS
TONIGHT
S3.00 --must be 21

has beets initiated here. The
guides will receive a
thorough orientation on all
the old buildings on campus.
In the past, tour guides did
not serve in an official
capacity and tours were not
standardized.
There will be a meeting for
those interested at 3 p.m.
Wednesday, September 17,
in the S.U. Paciffei Rohm.
For further information,
contact Ellen Tarpinian at
277-2207 in LN 104.

The Bodega is Hiring:
’BARTENDERS
’TICKET SELLERS
’BAR BOYS

classified
announcements
For Rent: Business Office Nr 5JS
3 desks. tiling cabnts,
Included
built-in cabnts. counters, air cond.
sink, ref, water, and prkg Ideal for
art gallery Must see to appreciate
499 S 7th St 795 5326

Telephone sales -Our office Salary
Eves 5 9 Neat appearance Strerig,
mature voice 3 months work 2t05
First, Suite 515. Si JayceeS. Day
Interviews
work also available
daily 9 30 12, 1 3.

Here’s an opportunity for you to 00
field work for up to 3 units of credit.
We are offering experience
training in the area of psychology
and the social sciences, campus
involvement. and a great reference
for grad school We are looking for
people who like 10 communicate,
meet people. and are interested in
being peer counselors at the Peer
Drop In Center Come and check us
out in the Diablo Rm. of the 5.0 Th.
11:30 1.30 and Fri. 13.

Typist .Clerk Wanted: Work .1 hrs.
daily. Monday through Friday Type
60 70 WRM. good at arithmetic.
clear handwr iting, neat appearance.
steady $3 75 per hour Mrs M 298
4900.

Wanted: Faculty members interested
in playing chess on a regular basis.
Write "Chess" o The English Dept.

Found: woman’s Atetstwate h.
Call 3790109

SAVE THIS AD!!!
Before you purchase any T v . Hi Fi.
Car Stereo. or Tape Equipment.
check with us for big discounts on
over 300 major brands We also
manufacture a complete line of
systems
and
quality speaker
recording tapes wholesale to the
Public
SOUNDS UNIQUE 998 2693

Suana and Massage Student rates 11
am to 6 p m Hotel Ste Claire 798
1603

Do You Really Care About Han
dicapped People? Would you like to
share a nice apartment with him, If
you would. please call Brian Hall

Typing -transcription. editing
Reports Theses General 241 1779
day or evening

Receptionostsalesgirl wanted. PT
afternoons Must be sociable, good
407 E
A figures Apply 31 17
Santa Clara off 9th 2 blks from
campus

Marsha -the car’s in the shop- walk
over to Spartan Pub this Friday meet
you at
the door they’re
having a band from 9 1

Need tutor for Geometry 106. Call Pam
266 3703

Learn to use behavior modification
effectively while working with our
emotionally disturbed children
ZONTA Children’s Center 295 3501

housing
Non-smoking serious students-Own
room in condo Almaden area SIIS
Kitchen pro, pool
Call Steve 723
2047

North Valley Secretarial Service
Term
papers resumes senior
projects theses letters 75 cents
Page and up Fast Accurate 262
1923

299230

Fred-meet you at the Spartan Pub
this Friday night to catch some band
sounds Tell Jerry his lake cards
won’t get him in -we’ll meet him at
his place afterwards

Private Rooms. Full home & kitchen
privileges
bl from campus $75
"Harry’s Girl’s" 1265 7th 758 1276.
FUNKY JIM’S
74 E San Fernando 9991581
"Just Scold laShioned head shOp"

4375

personals

Weekend work -phone sales. S3.10 per
hour to start Green Thumb Lawn
Service 345 4920

for sale

"TURQUOISE RUGS ’N LEATHER"
Tye dye and India Bedspreads, 15 00
plus Bracelets, rings, chokers, $750
and Over Incense, glasses. clothing,
Purses, rugs

ME=

lost and found

help wanted

Eperienced typist for SJSU students
and business Short Notice 767 3119
Nan

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
uuarantees you the most beautiful
bridal
bOuquels and wedd,ng
decorations Whether you’, wedding
is a small one or a large *nalone,
you should know Mat we have been
saving our customers 30 30 percent
off most florist prices. Why day
more? Call for a free estimate 12
years experience 996 1252

travel
transportation

Teahcer wants to share 7 room house
with responsible male Call 225 5345
5 10 pm Bruce
between It a m
Nr Tully and 101
Roomate Wanted: Sharpest to share 4
Beautiful
home
bdrin . 3 bth
creekside setting in north
S
Between 2222 ors , 01 child Call
251 2617 or 251 3746 Marie
1 Bdrm Apt -turn. S125 mo. .7 Mg
Irons campus 48 S. Ith Se Call 297.
3938

(-Classified Rates
One Two Three Four Five
days days days days
day
3 lines $1.50 2.00 2.25 2.40 2.50
2.00 2.50 2.75 1.90 3.00
4 lines
5 knell
2.50 3.00 3.25 3.40 3.50
6 linos
3.00 3.50 3.75 3.90 4.00
Each additional lint add;
.50
.50
.50
.50
50
Minimum Thee. Lines On. Day
Semester rate lull issues) $25.00

0 Services
u Transportation
(2 Travel

Carpool Wanted: Between Hosteler
and Berryessa, vicinity of Capitol
Ave Call 923 3151, evenings

Need to careeol to SJSU from Salinas
area call Rosemary. 758 5119. after
m

Print Your Ad Here:

Each
addotional
day
.35
.35
.35
.35

Chisdt a Classification
o Announcements o Help Wanted
o Housing
o Automotive
a Lost and Found
a Entertainment
i Personals
For Sell

Low Cost Flights Front Oakland This
Fall and Winter London Round Trip
Athens
5369
Round Trip 5350,
Nairobi Round Trip MS. Johan
nesburu Round Trip sees; India
Bombay Round Trip 5840 and many
others Car hire in England late
model
Fords
Escort
Unitd
mileage. SW per week Low cost
London hotels Call Jim Dewrance.
British
But
I
937
Saratoga Ave. San Jose. CA. 95129
(408) 446.52S2.

1COunt approx. 37 letters

and

spaces tot each line,

Phone

Print name

_

Address
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Enclosed is

01

DayS

’Deadline, two days prim to put.
location
’Consecutive publication dates on
IY
’No refunds on uncalled ads.)

’I-
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Cars crowd lots
By Dm id North
Hopes and frustrations
rise with the sun each term
as the start-of-the-semester
parking race begins each
morning.
For the first few weeks of
each session the parking lots
around campus fill up in the
morning, leaving trails of
cars on the streets with
engines
and
drivers
overheating.
The lots can accomodate
about 5,000 cars at a single
time.
The consensus of three
parking lot attendants was
students have more to do
than just go to classes at the
beginning of the semester,

Bill has
25 jobs
Paul Sakuma
Campus commuters practice early morning togetherness as traffic lines back up for blocks and the lots close early.

Larger role for faculty, students asked

Prof blasts way fund priorities set
A.S. President John Rico
was also at the meeting,
according to Brown.
Brown said the administrators later gave
another budget presentation
to the entire Academic
Senate.

By Dana Bottorff
The Academic Senate and
student government are not
living up to their responsibilities to assure that
university budget allocations
are in the best interests of
the students and faculty,
according to Dr. Marvin Lee,
economics professor.
Lee said in his 12 years at
SJSU he has never seen an
Academic Senate report to
the general faculty on the
use of university funds.
Dr.
Paul Brown, a
member of the Academic
Senate executive committee,
countered the charge, saying
last year was the first the
senate made a concentrated
effort to familiarize itself
with the budget allocations.
The senate executive
a
committee attended
meeting at the beginning of
this calendar year at
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns’ home at
which Burns and other administrators gave a "condensed" explanation of the
budget, according to Brown.
The other administrators
present at the meeting,

Dr. Marvin Lee
according to Brown, were
Executive Vice President
Burton Brazil, Glen Luttormsen, director of business
affairs, and Dr. John Foote,
dean of academic planning.
Other senate executive
committee members besides
Brown at the meeting were
Dr. George Moore, Dr. Helen
Ross, Dr. Mary Bowman and
George Sicular.

But he acknowledged that
no report of the meetings
was distributed to the faculty
as a whole.
Lee stressed the reason the
budget should be watched
closely by faculty and
student organizations is that
the university now has lineitem control over its budget.
The administration may
move funds around within
the budget without the approval of the legislature, Lee
said.
Lee made his comments in
light of SJSU President John
Bunzel’s recent return of 45
per cent of the university’s
promotions allocation to the
chancellor’s office.
Lee said he is "not exactly
sure" about where the excess promotions money is
used after it is returned to
the chancellor’s office.
"My suspicion is they are

Some strikes averted
From the Associated Press
Some 27,000 students were
affected by teacher walkouts
Wednesday in Berkeley,
Berryessa and Mt. Pleasant
while strikes were averted in
several other Northern
California communities.
In Oakland, which has
55,000 students, the Oakland
Education Association voted
Tuesday night against a
strike.
The
AFL-CIO
American
Teachers
Federation was to vote
yesterdpy. The association
represetits 2,100 while the
federation has about 700
members.
The package accepted by
teachers calls for rehiring 52
teachers and restoring an
hour’s weekly classroom
The
preparation time.
demands had been for a 12
per cent pay increase and
the reinstatement of 186
teachers.
Fremont
teachers
reported to the first day of
school for 32,000 students
after accepting their board’s
offer. The teachers had
sought a 12 per cent cost of
living adjustment. They
settled for reinstatement of
last year’s salary schedule
and an added $1 per student
for classroom supplies.
Teachers in the East Side
Union High School District
were present when 19,000
students returned to school
they
but
Wednesday,
threatened to walk out in a
few days if salary talks fall
to progress.
Fremont Union High
School district teachers in
the Sunnyvale -Cupertino
area voted late Tuesday to

accept the board’s offer of a
7 per cent wage hike. A
strike would have affected
15,000 students.
Mt. Pleasant teachers
lifted picket signs when
school for 3,000 opened
yesterday. Teachers want a
7.6 per cent pay increase and
the board has offered 4.4 per
cent.
In Berryessa teachers
were joined in their 8-day-old
strike by school bus drivers,
leaving some 2,500 of the
district’s 10,000 students to

find their own transportation. The drivers are
seeking an eight per cent
salary increase, as are the
400 striking elemental.)
school teachers.
Teachers reported a
stalemate in the Berkeley
school strike after six hours
of talks broke off. Teachers
walked off the job Sept. 2 in
opposition to a 1.2 per cent
pay cut and a $900,000 cut in
fringe benefits that the board
says is necessary because of
a deficit.

unding a lot of administrative time off," Lee
said.
Since the beginning of
adReagan’s
Ronald
ministration in 1966, Lee
charged, administrative
posts and time off have increased greatly.
The money to fund the
time off and new posts has
come "out of the faculty
hide," Lee said.
Eleven administrative
positions have been added at
SJSU in the last 10 years,
according to James Noah,
director
of
university
relations.
They are the affirmative

action officer, the ombudsman, the academic vice
president ( when the office of
the dean of instruction was
upgraded in 1966), the dean
of academic planning, the
dean of the faculty, the New
College provost ( when New
College was established in
1968), the dean of undergraduate studies, the
dean of the School of Science
in 1968, the dean of the School
of Social Science (when the
School of Social Science was
split out of the School of
Humanities and Arts), the
dean of the School of Social
Work and the Educational
Opportunity. Director

SPECIAL
Pepper Steak ---Reg. $1.39
hall,/ shcedlk And Choice of
Mushrooms, Onions, Peppers, Tomatoes, Cheese,
Or Everything
Reg. Drink ......
Reg. Total $1,74

990
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Leisure Services
***
*******

Ingmar Bergman
Film Festival

Three Strange
Loves
01.
MondaySept.
7:00
10:00
Morris Dailey Auditorium

50

50
I.

Work in the Community!
Don’t wait until you graduate,
work in the community now.
Gain pre -professional experience,
learn about the world around you.
Learn about yourself.

ell

To add SCALE Come to the Office of Student Programs
Legal Services
Students with an interest in pre-law,
administration of justice, and related
areas are encouraged to volunteer in
this area. Prisoner visitation, pre-trial
aid, probation, diversion and jail
tutorial assistance is needed.

Students interested in working with
children at the pre-school and early
childhood levels are needed. Fieldwork experiences include day care
centers, pre-school opportunities
and medical center work. Give your
skills and commitment to these
children and gain a valuable
experience.
Community Health
Do you need volunteer hours in a
Health field? Become involved in
the community, volunteer your
time and work with people who need
your commitment. Earn personal
satisfaction and up to 3 units of
academic credit.

Old Cafeteria /
7th Street

40 North Market San Jose
Hours 11 00 AM- 10 00 PM
Special Good Only After 5 00 PM

Currently there are approximately 800 students
working for 65 local agencies
and businesses plus 20 oncampus organizations.

according to the attendants
Jeff Simpson of the
Seventh Street lot just looked
up into the air, smiled, and
said, "We get some complaints."
The increase in traffic
sometimes brings on an
accidents,
increase in
particularly in the Seventh
Street lot.
-We get about one accident a day," said Simpson,
adding they are usually just
scrapes or bumps.

PRE-PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE!

Early Childhood Ed.

Back To School

Although the federal work
study
program
was
threatened by congressional
cutbacks last year, it was
revived over the summer by
a supplemental bill.
The bill, still awaiting
official confirmation, will
increase the SJSU work
study fund $86,000 and add 25
more jobs to the program,
according to Don Ryan,
director of financial aids.
The financial aids office is
currently accepting applications for the 25 jobs the
supplemental
bill
has
created, he said.
Established in 1964, the
program provides jobs for
students to enable them to
pay for their educational
expenses.
The students work for local
non-profit organizations up
to 20 hours a week for
anywhere from $2.25-$3.50 an
hour. Federal funds pay 80
per cent of the student’s
salary and the employer
pays the rest.

such as adding or dropping
classes or buying books, so
they stay in the lots longer.
All of the attendants said
the rush begins at 7 a.m.,
when the lots open, and all of
the lots fill up sometime
between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m.
Friday is the exception to
this since less cars seem to
show up, they said.
Normally the lots close
after they fill up until enough
cars leave to make it worthwhile to open again, but
Bob Flynn at the south
Fourth Street lot says he
can’t.
When he closes up the
entrance, people just start
trying to get in the exit, and
no one can leave the lot, so
the problem just gets worse.
Instead of closing, Flynn
said he waits for a car to
leave and then indicates to
the next driver where the
open spot is.
The frustration that people
feel at not being able to find a
place to park sometimes
comes out at lot employees

277-2189

Community Schools

Counseling

Students interested in working in
the educational field have an
alternative to tradition. Community
education is involved with initiating
direct community participation within the school system. Areas for your
involvement are recreation, health &
social services, teaching and juvenile

Counseling placements are available
throughout the community in several
agencies. Counseling ranges from
drug rehabilitation to youth
counseling in Drop-in centers. This
is a very flexible program in time
and hours.

delinquencv

Neighborhood Services
Students who volunteer for fieldwork
in the Neighborhood Services area
will be able to work as recreation
aides, big sisters and brothers, counselors and tutors. Students interested
in working with people are very much
needed to share their skills with our
neighbors.

VOLUNTEER
NOW!
For more information
come to the

Office of
Student
Programs
Et Services

Ethnic Pride Program
This program involves introducing
and implementing ethnic awareness
studies for Asian, Black, Chicano.
Filipino and Native American
Children of elementary age in
San Jose.
These studies will concentrate on
past and present contributions
made by these groups. All areas
will be open for exploration.
Art, history, sociology, music,
and ethnic studies are a few
possibilities that can be developed.

Sponsored by

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

-a

